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Abstract

Given an increasing graph property \( F \), the strong Avoider-Avoider \( F \) game is played on the edge set of a complete graph. Two players, Red and Blue, take turns in claiming previously unclaimed edges with Red going first, and the player whose graph possesses \( F \) first loses the game. If the property \( F \) is “containing a fixed graph \( H \)”, we refer to the game as the \( H \) game.

We prove that Blue has a winning strategy in two strong Avoider-Avoider games, \( P_4 \) game and \( C_{\geq3} \) game, where \( C_{\geq3} \) is the property of having at least one connected component on more than three vertices.

We also study a variant, the strong CAvoider-CAvoider games, with additional requirement that the graph of each of the players must stay connected throughout the game. We prove that Blue has a winning strategy in the strong CAvoider-CAvoider games \( S_3 \) and \( P_4 \), as well as in the Cycle game, where the players aim at avoiding all cycles.
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1 Introduction

A positional game is a pair \( (X, \mathcal{F}) \), where \( X \) is a finite set called a board, and \( \mathcal{F} \) is the family of target sets. The game is played by two players who alternately claim previously unclaimed elements of \( X \) until all the elements of the board are claimed. Our interest lies with games whose board is the edge set of the complete graph \( K_n \). Numerous details about positional games, and particularly positional games played on graphs, can be found in books [1] and [11].

When it comes to the rules for determining the game winner in a positional game, there are several variants. In the strong Maker-Maker game \( (X, \mathcal{F}) \), two players called Red and Blue take turns in claiming previously unclaimed elements of \( X \), with Red going first. The player who first fully occupies some \( F \in \mathcal{F} \) is the winner. If neither of the players wins and all the elements of the board are claimed, the game is declared a draw.

The most notable example of this class of positional games is the widely popular game of Tic-Tac-Toe. Generally speaking, determining the outcome of such games proves to be quite challenging, and there
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are hardly any general tools at disposal. One such tool is the strategy stealing argument which we can use to show that Red can guarantee at least a draw in any game. Ramsey property of the board with the target sets readily ensures that the draw is impossible. Almost at the end of the list are pairing strategies, which we can use to show that Blue can guarantee a draw. Hence, it is not too surprising that so few results on strong Maker-Maker games on graphs can be found in the literature. Ferber and Hefetz [5] proved that playing on the edge set of $K_n$, for sufficiently large $n$, Red can win the perfect matching and Hamilton cycle game, and in [6] the same authors proved that, for sufficiently large $n$ and every positive integer $k$, the first player can win $k$-vertex-connectivity game. Both papers rely on fast winning strategies for weak games.

The Strong Avoider-Avoider game $(X, \mathcal{F})$ is again played by Red and Blue, but now the player who first fully occupies some $F \in \mathcal{F}$ loses the game. The first such game, widely known as Sim, is introduced in 1961 by Simmons [16]. The board of Sim is the edge set of $K_6$, and a player who first claims a triangle loses. Even though it is immediate that draw is impossible, and the board is reasonably small – it has just fifteen edges, analyzing it is challenging, and the proof that Blue wins is performed with the help of a computer. In [17] Slany gave a methodical study of the hardness of determining the winner for several games similar to Sim. Further, Mead, Rosa and Huang in [15] gave an explicit winning strategy for Blue in Sim, and recently in [18] Wrzos-Kaminska gave a simple human-playable winning strategy. Other variants of strong Avoider-Avoider games were studied by Harary in [8], who introduced several finite games on graphs on up to six vertices.

At first sight it may seem that in strong Avoider-Avoider games, in contrast to the strong Maker-Maker games, Blue always has an upper edge, and Red as the first player cannot expect to win under optimal play? This, however, turns out not to be true! For example, in $d$-dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe game $n^d$ (see [1] for details), where $n$ is odd, Red has an explicit drawing strategy: In his first move he chooses the central element, denote it by $C$. After that, whenever Blue chooses an element $P$ Red chooses $P'$ that is symmetrical with respect to $C$. If we suppose for a contradiction that Red loses, i.e. that his graph has a red line $L$ (note that it is not possible that $C$ belongs to $L$), then $L'$, its mirror image over the cube’s center, is a blue line and has been fully occupied before $L$, a contradiction. Now, as game $3^3$ cannot end in a draw [1], we can conclude that it is a Red’s win. In [12] Johnson, Leader and Walters proved that there are transitive games that are a Red’s win, for all board sizes which are not a prime, or a power of 2.

In contrast to the strong positional games where the two players compete for achieving the same objective, the weak games are asymmetrical – the first player is given a goal while the second one just tries to prevent the first player from achieving his goal. In Maker-Breaker positional game $(X, \mathcal{F})$, two players are called Maker and Breaker. Maker wins the game if by the end of the game he claims all elements of some $F \in \mathcal{F}$, otherwise Breaker wins the game. There is a number of results on Maker-Breaker games on graphs obtained in recent decades, an overview together with further literature can be found in [11].

Avoider-Enforcer games are the misère version of Maker-Breaker games, with two players Avoider and Enforcer. Enforcer wins the game $(X, \mathcal{F})$ if, by the end of the game, Avoider claimed all elements of some $F \in \mathcal{F}$, otherwise Avoider wins. Except these rules, there is another variant, the so-called monotone rules introduced in [10], where each of the players is allowed to claim more than one element of the board per move. Again, a number of results on Avoider-Enforcer games on graphs can be found in the literature, see [11] for an overview.

Our results. We will take a closer look at strong Avoider-Avoider games. Even though their definition is natural and many questions about them have been asked, very few of them have been answered. To offer some intuition behind this phenomenon, we should keep in mind that the players in strong games have the same goal and the only thing that makes a difference is who goes first, we call this the “half-a-move advantage”. Informally speaking, depending on the structure of the board there are different ways things can play out, but that half-a-move eventually decides the game. So
the player that can win should propagate his (in most cases, comparatively small) advantage from
beginning to the end of the game, knowing that one wrong move may take the edge away from him. In
contrast to this, in weak games we have more freedom when designing a winning strategy, as players
have different goals. This further allows the introduction of bias, first time introduced in [3], which
gives us more room to spare. Hence, in most of the weak games studied in the literature we are not
that close to the breaking point at which a player stops winning and starts losing.

In this paper we are interested in Strong Avoider-Avoider games played on the edges of the complete
graph $K_n$. Not much is known about these games, while there are many open problems. In [9] was
shown that Blue has a winning strategy in the $P_3$ game, where the forbidden graph is the path with
just two edges. Recently, Beker [2] generalized this result to all stars, proving that for each fixed $k$ the
Strong Avoider-Avoider star $S_{k+1}$ game is a win for the second player for all $n$ sufficiently large. The
proof is performed by actually building rather than avoiding – showing that Blue can build a $S_{k+1}$-free
graph of maximum size fast, without wasting any moves, thus automatically securing a win. Finally,
Malekshahian [14] studied the possibility of Blue’s win in the triangle game with assumption that the
game starts on several special mid-game positions, without any definite implications on the outcome
of the triangle game itself. Hence, the only non-trivial Strong Avoider-Avoider game played on $E(K_n)$
for which the outcome is previously known is the star game.

We use the abbreviation $CC_{>3}$ for the collection of inclusion-minimal connected graphs on more than
three vertices and $P_4$ represents a path on four vertices. Our goal is to determine the outcome for the
$P_4$ game and the $CC_{>3}$ game.

Theorem 1.1. Blue has a winning strategy in the Strong Avoider-Avoider $P_4$ game, played on $K_n$, where $n \geq 8$.

In the following theorem we consider the game where a player loses the game as soon as he creates a
connected component on more than three vertices.

Theorem 1.2. Blue has a winning strategy in the Strong Avoider-Avoider $CC_{>3}$ game, played on $K_n$, where $n \geq 5$.

Let $R(F)$ be diagonal Ramsey number, so every 2-coloring of edges of a complete graph on at least
$R(F)$ vertices gives a monochromatic $F$. If $n \geq R(F)$ we know that the strong Avoider-Avoider $F$
game on $E(K_n)$ cannot end in a draw. For both the $P_4$ game and the $CC_{>3}$ game this readily implies
that there is no draw for $n \geq 5$.

Strong CAvoider-CAvoider games. In the last few years several variants of positional games
have emerged, like the PrimMaker-Breaker game introduced in [13] where the subgraph induced by
Maker’s edges must be connected throughout the game. In the Walker-Breaker games introduced by
Espig, Frieze, Krivelevich, and Pegden [4], Maker is constrained to choose edges of a walk or a path.
Similarly, in the WalkerMaker–WalkerBreaker games, see [7], both players have the constraint to claim
edges of a walk.

In the second part of this paper we study Strong CAvoider-CAvoider games in which the graph of
each player must stay connected throughout the game. The board is still the edge set of $K_n$, and the
players should not claim a copy of the forbidden graph. This is a natural extension of the strong
Avoider-Avoider games, with a connectedness constraint analogue to the ones mentioned above.

Let $S_3$ be a star on three leaves. In the following we prove that Blue can win in three different strong
CAvoider-CAvoider games.

Theorem 1.3. Blue has a winning strategy in the Strong CAvoider-CAvoider $S_3$ game, played on $K_n$, where $n \geq 7$.

Theorem 1.4. Blue has a winning strategy in the Strong CAvoider-CAvoider $P_4$ game, played on $K_n$, where $n \geq 5$. 
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In the Cycle game the player who first claims a cycle loses.

**Theorem 1.5.** Blue has a winning strategy in the Strong CAvoider-CAvoider Cycle game, played on $K_n$, where $n \geq 6$.

Note that if $F \in \{S_3, K_3\}$, $R(F)$ is equal to 6, so draw is not possible in any of the three games.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give notation and preliminaries. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.1. Then, in Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2. Finally, in Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5.

## 2 Preliminaries

During a game, we say that the vertices that are touched by Red are red vertices, the ones touched by Blue are blue vertices and the others, that are not touched by any of the players, are black vertices. If a vertex is touched just by Red and not by Blue, we call it a pure red vertex, and if the situation is opposite it is a pure blue vertex.

By a player’s graph we consider the graph with all edges he claimed on the vertex set $V = [n]$.

A star is the complete bipartite graph $K_{1,k}$, where $k \geq 0$. We will refer to the star centered in $v$ as a $v$-star. When we say that a player star-adds a vertex $x$ to a $v$-star, this means that he claims the edge $vx$. A $P_n$ is a path on $n$ vertices.

We will use the abbreviation RC for non-trivial red components, i.e. connected components in Red’s graph, where we do not count isolated vertices as RC. We will say that a connected component is pure red (respectively, pure blue) if all its vertices are pure red (respectively, pure blue).

We will make use of the following facts about the $P_4$-free graphs.

**Observation 2.1.** For every graph that does not contain a $P_4$ as a subgraph, its connected components can be stars and triangles (where we count isolated edges and vertices as stars).

**Observation 2.2.** A $P_4$-free graph on $n$ vertices with the maximum number of edges is a disjoint union of triangles, when $n = 3k$, for some integer $k$, and otherwise a disjoint union of one star and a number (possibly zero) of triangles. The number of edges in that graph is $n$, if $n = 3k$, and $n - 1$ otherwise.

**Observation 2.3.** If in a maximal $P_4$-free graph there are $k$ stars, then it has $n - k$ edges.

We also need the following facts about graphs that do not have connected components on more than three vertices.

**Observation 2.4.** For every graph that does not contain a $CC_{>3}$ as a subgraph, its connected component can be a triangle, a path on three vertices, an isolated edge or an isolated vertex.

**Observation 2.5.** A $CC_{>3}$-free graph with the maximum number of edges is a disjoint union of triangles, when $n = 3k$, a disjoint union of triangles and one isolated vertex, when $n = 3k + 1$, or a disjoint union of triangles and one isolated edge, when $n = 3k + 2$, for some integer $k$. The number of edges in that graph is $n$, if $n = 3k$, and $n - 1$ otherwise.

## 3 Strong Avoider-Avoider $P_4$ game

**Proof of Theorem 1.1.** We will describe a winning strategy for Blue. Note that by definition of a RC and by Observation 2.1, Red is not allowed to claim any edge between two RC at any point of the game, as otherwise he would create a $P_4$ in his graph.
In the beginning, we have a graph $G$ with $n$ isolated vertices, and Red claims an edge, let us denote it by $rt$. Then Blue claims an edge that is not adjacent to the red one, we denote it by $uv$. In the following move Red has four options, up to isomorphism, for choosing an edge, and those four moves will make our four cases. For each of these cases we will show that Blue can win. Let us denote the second move of Red by $e = xy$.

In the first three cases we use the idea of strategy stealing: we will suppose that at this point of the game (after Red played two moves and Blue played one) Red has a strategy to finish the game and win. Then we will show how Blue can use this strategy to win the game. That will lead to a contradiction, implying that our assumption was wrong and Blue can win the game.

**Case 1.** Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is black.

Suppose that Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game. W.l.o.g let $x = t$. After Red plays $ty$ it is Blue’s turn. The graph of the game consists of two adjacent red edges and one isolated blue edge. We denote the vertices as depicted in Figure 1a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $yu$ and that Red has not claimed the edge $ty$, see Figure 1b. Note that the edge $yu$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $P_4$ in his graph.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1. Case 1: (a) the graph before the second move of Blue. (b) The imagined graph before the second move of Red.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph, where the roles of the players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player, he further imagines that Red claims the edge $ty$ as his second move, and from now on responds as advised by the winning strategy $S$. Because this is a winning strategy, Blue wins the game, a contradiction.

**Case 2.** Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is blue.

Similar to Case 1, we suppose that Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game. W.l.o.g let $x = t$ and $y = u$. After Red plays $tu$ it is Blue’s turn. The graph of the game consists of one $P_4$ with two adjacent red edges and one blue edge, see Figure 2a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $rv$ and that Red has not claimed the edge $tu$, see Figure 2b. Note that the edge $rv$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $P_4$ in his graph.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph, where the roles of the players swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player and that Red claims the edge $tu$ as his second move, and from now on Blue responds as advised by $S$ winning the game, a contradiction.

**Case 3.** Vertex $x$ is blue and $y$ is black.

We again suppose that Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game. W.l.o.g let $x = u$. After Red plays $uy$ the graph of the game consists of one isolated red edge and one $P_3$ with two edges of different colours, see Figure 3a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $ty$ and that Red has not claimed $uy$, see Figure 3b. Note that the edge $ty$ will remain free throughout the game.
The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph, where the roles of the players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player and that Red claims the edge $uy$ as his second move. From now on, Blue responds as advised by $S$ thus winning the game, a contradiction.

**Case 4.** Both vertices $x$ and $y$ are black.

The Red’s graph at this moment has two isolated edges that make the first two $RC$. Let us denote by $C_1$ the component $\{r, t\}$, and by $C_2$ the component $\{x, y\}$. For the reminder of the game, we will dynamically update $C_1$ and $C_2$ as they grow. Note that $C_1$ will remain a different $RC$ from $C_2$.

Blue is the second player, so his graph cannot have more edges than the Red’s graph. Having that in mind, as well as Observation 2.3 we will describe a strategy for Blue to keep the number of stars in his graph less then or equal to the same number in the Red’s graph throughout the game.

After Red claims the edge $xy$, Blue responds by claiming the edge $vr$, as depicted in Figure 4a. Note that at this moment the Blue’s graph consists of one $v$-star. In the rest of the game Blue will enlarge this $v$-star, and possibly create isolated triangles.

During the game, every vertex $k$ that is not blue, for which it applies that $kv$ is free and adding the edge $kv$ to the Red’s graph will not make a $P_4$ will be called a *dangerous vertex*. All the other vertices will be called *safe*. A pure red vertex $j$ that is adjacent to the vertex $v$ in Red’s graph will be called *inaccessible*.

If in his third move Red claims the edge $yv$, Blue responds by claiming the edge $xv$, otherwise he claims the edge $yv$. W.l.o.g. we will suppose that Blue has claimed the edge $yv$ in his third move.
Figure 4. Case 4: (a) the graph after the second move of Blue. (b) The possible moves of Blue if the rule 1 of Stage 1 is in order, shown as dashed lines.

Note that at this point there are only two vertices in \( C_1 \cup C_2 \), namely \( x \) and \( t \), that can be dangerous. Let \( S_1 := \{x, t\} \). During the game, whenever a vertex from \( S_1 \) becomes blue we remove it from \( S_1 \).

Now we give a strategy for Blue that he follows from his fourth move on.

**Stage 1.** While there are at least two black vertices in the game, Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule in this list that is applicable.

1. If Red has claimed one of the edges \( vx \) or \( vt \); in his following three moves, Blue will claim edges that close a triangle incident with the vertex that just become inaccessible, w.l.o.g. let it be the vertex \( x \). By \( m \) and \( n \) we denote two arbitrary black vertices and by \( k \) the other vertex from \( S_1 \). Note that the only case when \( k \) is not vertex \( t \) is when rule 4 has been played before. Blue starts by claiming the edge \( xm \). Then, if it is unclaimed he claims the edge \( km \), otherwise the edge \( xn \), and in the following move Blue closes either the triangle \( xmn \) or \( xmk \), see Figure 4b. Then, he star-adds all the remaining vertices of the base graph that are not blue to the \( v \)-star.

2. If Red claims an edge creating a \( RC \) that is a star on three vertices with the vertex \( v \) as a leaf, and if the edge incident with \( v \) and the other leaf is unclaimed; Blue claims it. We denote by \( r \) the inaccessible vertex, the center of the red star. In his following three moves Blue claims the edges of the triangle \( rxt \). Then, he star-adds all the remaining vertices of the base graph that are not blue to the \( v \)-star.

3. If Red claims an edge creating a \( RC \) that is a \( v \)-star on three vertices, and if the edge incident with both leaves is unclaimed; Blue claims that edge. That isolated blue edge we call a cover-edge.

4. If there is exactly two black vertices, and there is no pure red vertex that is not in \( C_1 \cup C_2 \), and there is no cover-edge, and one of \( \{C_1, C_2\} \) is an isolated edge while the other one is a star with at least three edges that does not have \( v \) as a leaf; then Blue claims the edge incident with the center of that star and \( v \). Now, we remove the blue vertex from \( S_1 \) and add a safe pure red vertex from the same \( RC \) to \( S_1 \).

5. Otherwise; Blue claims an edge incident with \( v \) and one black vertex.

Now, we will prove that if it is Blue's turn to play Stage 1, he can follow it. First, note that if in his third move Red claimed the edge \( yv \), the game would be finished in step 1 of Stage 1.

If Red did not claim \( yv \) in his third move, in the beginning of Stage 1 Blue's graph consists of the \( v \)-star and isolated vertices, and he will continue claiming the edges of the \( v \)-star using rules 4 and 5.
until a condition of one of the rules $\{1, 2, 3\}$ is fulfilled. Note that Blue can use exactly one of the rules $\{1, 2, 3\}$ at most once until the end of the game, so when it is Blue’s turn to play one of them, his graph consists of the $v$-star and isolated vertices. Clearly, Blue can always claim an edge between $v$ and a black vertex.

When Blue is to play by rule 1, we know that none of rules $\{1, 2, 3\}$ have been used before. Therefore Blue’s graph consists of the $v$-star and isolated vertices. Also, there are two black vertices and Red has made one inaccessible vertex $x$. The edge $vx$ will be the only red edge incident with $v$ until the end of the game, because vertex $v$ is a leaf of a red star and claiming another edge incident with $v$ would make a $P_4$ in Red’s graph. So, all the remaining vertices that are not blue are safe. It is clear that $k$ is pure red and not in the same RC as $x$. Hence, Blue can follow rule 1 and play up to $n - 1$ moves, thus winning.

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 2, first unclaimed edge advised by the strategy must be available for him because his graph has the $v$-star and every vertex not adjacent to $v$ is isolated in Blue’s graph. In his following three moves Blue can claim the edges between $r$, $x$ and $t$, because each of them is in a different RC. Note that $x$ and $t$ are pure red because rule 4 could not have happened before and Blue could use only rule 5. For the same reason as above, all the remaining vertices that are not blue are safe. Now, it is clear that Blue can follow rule 2 and play up to $n - 1$ moves, thus winning.

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 3, none of rules $\{1, 2, 3\}$ have happened before, so every vertex not adjacent to $v$ is isolated in Blue’s graph and he can claim the cover-edge as advised by the strategy. Note that Red cannot ever claim any edge adjacent to the cover-edge.

For further analysis we need to verify the following claim.

Claim 3.1. From the moment in the game when there is no more than two black vertices, until the first Blue’s move after Stage 1, if there is no pure red vertex that is not in $C_1 \cup C_2$ and there is no cover-edge, Red’s graph has at least four edges and one safe pure red vertex in the $C_1 \cup C_2$, and at least one pure red vertex in each of these components.

Proof. Before Blue had played his fourth move, his graph consisted of the $v$-star on 4 vertices, where $v$ was pure blue. At that moment Red’s graph had four edges and all of them had to be in $C_1 \cup C_2$, otherwise there would be at least one pure red vertex in the third RC, which we assumed was not the case. Therefore there are three options for $C_1$ and $C_2$:

- An isolated edge and a triangle.
  In this case there were at least two pure red vertices, one in $C_1$ and the other one in $C_2$, where one of them was incident with a triangle, so it must have been safe.

- An isolated edge and a star on four vertices.
  In this case there were at least three pure red vertices, one of which was incident with the isolated edge, and all the others with the star. Therefore, there were at least one safe pure red vertex as a leaf of the red star.

- Both of them are a $P_3$.
  In this case there were at least three pure red vertices, at most two of them were dangerous, so there must have been one safe. At least one vertex in each component was pure red.

If the assumption of the claim holds, the only rules that Blue could have applied in meantime are rules 4 and 5. The last one does not have any influence on pure red vertices, and rule 4 can just swap one pure red dangerous vertex with a pure red safe vertex in the same component. Therefore, the assertion of the claim is proven.

Claim 3.1 is proven.

When Blue is to play by rule 4 it is clear that he can claim that edge. Note that if that edge is not free it has to be blue, otherwise that rule 1 would be achieved. Using Claim 3.1 we know that a pure red vertex incident with the star exists.
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Note that during Stage 1, if Blue has not already won (rule 1 and 2), his graph consists of the $v$-star (rule 4 and 5), possibly one isolated cover-edge (rule 3) and isolated vertices. Also, $S_1$ consists of two pure red vertices where one belongs to $C_1$, and the other one to $C_2$.

When Stage 1 is finished, there is at most one black vertex. We then move on to Stage 2, distinguishing two cases.

**Stage 2a.** If there is at least one pure red vertex that is not in $C_1 \cup C_2$ or there is a cover-edge, we proceed to Stage 2a.

Before Blue plays his first move in Stage 2a, we add all inaccessible vertices and the ends of the cover-edge to $S_1$. If a pure red vertex that is not in $C_1 \cup C_2$ exists, we denote it by $w$. If $|S_1| < 3$ (there were not an inaccessible vertex nor a cover-edge) then we add $w$ to $S_1$.

Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule that is applicable in this list and if before the move of Blue there is a new inaccessible vertex, we add it to $S_1$.

1. If the conditions of rule 2 or rule 3 from Stage 1 are fulfilled,
   Blue claims the next edge in the same way as that rule suggests.
2. If there is a black vertex,
   Blue star-adds it to the $v$-star.
3. If there is a cover-edge,
   then if $|S_1|$ is not divisible by three, we will make it by removing one or two vertices from $C_1 \cup C_2$. In his following two moves Blue claims a triangle using the cover-edge and one more vertex from $S_1$. Then, until $S_1$ is not empty, he chooses three vertices from $S_1$ and makes a triangle claiming all edges between them. At the end he star-adds all the remaining vertices of the graph that are not blue to the $v$-star.
4. If there is an inaccessible vertex $r$,
   then if $|S_1| = 4$ we remove $w$ from $S_1$. In his following three moves Blue makes the triangle claiming edges between vertices from $S_1$. Then he star-adds all the remaining vertices that are not blue to the $v$-star.
5. If there is an unclaimed edge incident with $v$ and one pure red dangerous vertex that is not in $S_1$,
   Blue claims it.
6. Otherwise,
   in his following three moves Blue makes the triangle claiming edges between the remaining three vertices from $S_1$. Then he star-adds all the remaining vertices that are not blue to the $v$-star.

**Stage 2b.** Otherwise (there is neither a pure red vertex that is not in $C_1 \cup C_2$ nor a cover-edge), we proceed to Stage 2b.

If there is one black vertex, we denote it by $j$. Depending on the types of the components $C_1$ and $C_2$, we have three conditions and Blue chooses the first one which is satisfied.

1. At least one of $C_1$ and $C_2$ is a star with more than two edges, and it is disjoint from $v$.
   Let us denote by $r$ the center of that star. If it is unclaimed, Blue claims the edge $vr$. Than, he star-adds all the remaining vertices that he can to the $v$-star.
2. Each of $C_1$ and $C_2$ is a star with at least two edges.
   (a) If $v$ is red,
   we denote by $r$ the center of the star incident with $v$, and by $k$ a pure red vertex that is not in the same $RC$ as $r$. We know that these vertices exists by Claim 3.1. Blue claims the edge $rj$, after that if it is free he claims the edge $kj$, and then the edge $kr$. Then he star-adds all the remaining vertices that are not blue to the $v$-star.
(b) Otherwise, \( v \) is blue, we denote by \( w \) a safe pure red vertex and by \( r \) the center of the star of the same \( RC \), and with \( k \) a pure red vertex from the other \( RC \). We know that these vertices exists by Claim 3.1. If it is unclaimed, Blue claims the edge \( rv \). Then, if \( kj \) is unclaimed Blue claims it. In his following three moves, he claims the triangle \( kjjw \) and star-adds all the remaining vertices that are not blue to the \( v \)-star, if any. Otherwise, if \( kj \) is not unclaimed, he claims the edge \( kv \) and star-adds all the remaining vertices that are not blue to the \( v \)-star.

3. At least one of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) is a triangle.
We denote by \( k \) a pure red vertex incident with the triangle, and with \( r \) a pure red vertex from the other component, where if there are more than one such vertex the dangerous one has an advantage. We know that these vertices exists by Claim 3.1.

Blue claims the edge \( rj \), if it is unclaimed, and then creates the triangle \( rjk \), otherwise he claims the edge \( rv \). Then he star-adds all the remaining vertices that are not blue to the \( v \)-star.

Now let us first show that when it is Blue’s turn to play Stage 2a, he can follow it and win. Note that there are no red edges between any two vertices of \( S_1 \) because they are in two different \( RC \) or they are leaves of the same red star, and all vertices in \( S_1 \) are pure red. Also, when it is Blue’s turn to play rules 3-6 there are no more black vertices.

When it is Blue’s turn to play rule 1 rules 1-3 and 6 could not have been activated before, so his graph consists of the \( v \)-star and isolated vertices. For the same reason as in rules 2 and 3 from Stage 1 he can claim his next edge.

When it is Blue’s turn to play rule 2, he can obviously follow it.

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 3 there are no more black vertices, so red star centered in \( v \) cannot spread any more as all pure blue vertices are in the \( v \)-star, so all the remaining vertices that are not blue have to be safe. Now it is evident that Blue can follow his strategy as described in rule 3. Here, Blue wins by playing \( n - 1 \) edges.

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 4 we know that \( v \) is a leaf of a red star. At this moment Blue’s graph consists of the \( v \)-star and isolated vertices, and all the remaining vertices that are not blue have to be safe. Now it is clear that Blue can follow his strategy and win by playing \( n - 1 \) edges. It is obvious that if it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 5 he can claim as advised due to the definition of a dangerous vertex. Note that here \( v \) is blue.

If nothing above mentioned happened, \( v \) is still blue and the Blue’s graph consists of the \( v \)-star and isolated vertices. \( S_1 \) consists of three vertices, where each of them is in a different \( RC \). Obviously, Blue can make the triangle described in 6 and because these were the last dangerous vertices, he can star-add all of the remaining vertices to the \( v \)-star and win with \( n - 1 \) edges. Note that it is not possible that Red claims a triangle incident with \( v \) in this step because \( v \) is blue, and the vertices from \( S_1 \) cannot be adjacent in Red’s graph.

Taking into account that Red’s graph cannot have a triangle incident with \( v \) (considering rule 1 and the above mentioned), Red’s graph cannot have more than \( n - 1 \) edges, so Blue wins the game.

It remains to show that when it is Blue’s turn to play Stage 2b, he can follow it and win. Note that all pure red vertices are in \( C_1 \cup C_2 \), so there are at most three dangerous vertices and each of them has to belong to the set \( \{ x, t, j \} \). Likewise, all the vertices that are not in \( C_1 \cup C_2 \) are blue, except \( j \) which is black (if it exists). Each of the blue vertices is a leaf of the \( v \)-star, therefore it is not possible that Red claims a triangle incident with \( v \).

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 1 it is clear that Blue can claim the edge \( vr \) if it is free, and then Blue can star-add to the \( v \)-star all the remaining vertices but possibly one. In that case Red has at least two stars (one \( r \)-star and the other one incident with \( v \)) in his graph and he cannot have more than \( n - 2 \) edges, by Observation 2.3, so Blue wins with \( n - 2 \) edges.
Otherwise, if $vr$ is not free it has to be blue (condition of this step), so Blue just skips this move and wins in the same way as argued above.

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 2:

- If $v$ is red, that happened in the last move, otherwise the game would have been finished in Stage 1, so there has to exist $j$, and Blue can claim $rj$. After that all the vertices that are not blue are safe.
  
  Then, if the edge $kj$ has been claimed Red will have at least two stars at the end of the game, so he can have at most $n - 2$ edges, by Observation 2.3. Therefore, Blue can follow rule 2 to the end and win with $n - 2$ edges.
  
  Else, if $kj$ is unclaimed, Blue claims the triangle $rjk$, and wins with $n - 1$ edges.

- If $v$ is blue, each of $C_1$ and $C_2$ is a $P_3$, as otherwise it would be rule 1. There has to exist $j$, otherwise if Red took it in his last move, before that move one of $C_1, C_2$ was an isolated edge, and the other one $P_3$, and that is not possible because of Claim 3.1.
  
  If the edge $rv$ has been already claimed, it has to be blue. It is clear that in his following move he can claim one of the edges $kj$ or $kv$, and then all the remaining pure red vertices are safe, so he can follow his strategy until the end of the game and win with $n - 1$ edges.

When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 3 we know that his previous move was in Stage 1, so after that move there was at least one black vertex and $v$ was blue. Red could not claim both of the edges $rj$ and $rv$ in his following move, so one of them is unclaimed and Blue can claim it. All the remaining pure red vertices are safe, so he can follow his strategy until the end of the game and win with $n - 1$ edges.

Note that Claim 3.1 guarantee that all cases are covered by Stage 2b except the case when one component is an isolated edge and the other one a star with at least four edges that are incident with $v$. That cannot happen because in his previous move Blue played in Stage 1 and the conditions of rule 4 had to be fulfilled, but then Blue would make the center of that star adjacent to $v$.

This concludes the proof for Case 4.

\[\square\]

4 Strong Avoider-Avoider $CC_{>3}$ game

Proof of Theorem 1.2: We describe a winning strategy for Blue. In the beginning, we have a graph $G$ with $n$ isolated vertices, and Red claims an edge, let us denote it by $uv$. Then Blue claims an edge that is adjacent to the red one, let us denote it by $vu$.

In the following move Red has five options, up to isomorphism, for choosing an edge, and those five moves will make our five cases. For each of these cases we will show that Blue can win, in the first four cases we will use the idea of Strategy stealing, and in Case 5 we will design an explicit strategy. Let us denote the second move of Red by $e = xy$.

Case 1. Vertex $x$ is pure red and vertex $y$ is black, i.e. $x = u$.

Suppose that Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game. After Red plays $uy$ it is Blue’s turn. The graph of the game has one $P_3$ with two adjacent red edges and one blue edge. We denote the vertices as depicted in Figure 5a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $ui$, and that Red has not claimed the edge $uv$, see Figure 5b. Note that the edge $ui$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $CC_{>3}$ in his graph.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph where the roles of the players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player, he further imagines that Red claims the edge $uv$ as his second move, and from now on responds as advised by the winning strategy $S$ and wins the game, a contradiction.

Case 2. Vertex $x$ is both red and blue and vertex $y$ is black, i.e. $x = v$.
Figure 5. Case 1: (a) the graph before the second move of Blue. (b) The imagined graph before the second move of Red.

Figure 6. Case 2: (a) the graph before the second move of Blue. (b) The imagined graph before the second move of Red.

Suppose that Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game. After Red plays $vy$, the graph of the game has one star on three edges where two of them are red and one is blue. We denote the vertices as depicted in Figure 5a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $vj$, where $j$ is a black vertex, and that Red has not claimed the edge $vy$, see Figure 6b. Note that the edge $vj$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $CC_3$ in his graph.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph where the roles of the players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player, and that Red claims the edge $vy$ as his second move. From now on Blue responds as advised by the winning strategy $S$ and wins the game, a contradiction.

Case 3. Vertex $x$ is pure blue and vertex $y$ is black, i.e. $x = i$.

Suppose that Red has a strategy to win the game. After Red plays $iy$, the graph of the game has one $P_4$ which two non-adjacent edges are red, and the third one is blue. We denote the vertices as depicted in Figure 7a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $uy$, and that Red has not claimed the edge $iy$, see Figure 7b. Note that the edge $uy$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $CC_3$ in his graph.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph where the roles of the players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player, and that Red claims the edge $iy$ as his second move. Hereafter, Blue responds as advised by the winning strategy $S$ and wins the game, a contradiction.
Case 4. Both $x$ and $y$ are black.

Suppose that Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game. After Red plays $xy$, the graph of the game has one $P_3$, where one edge is red and the other one blue, and one isolated red edge. We denote the vertices as depicted in Figure 8a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $ux$, and that Red has not claimed the edge $uv$, see Figure 8b. Note that the edge $ux$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $CC_{>3}$ in his graph.

Case 5. Vertex $x$ is pure red and vertex $y$ is pure blue, i.e. $x = u$ and $y = i$.

Blue is the second player, so his graph can never have more edges than the Red’s graph. Having that in mind, as well as Observation 2.3 we will describe an explicit strategy for Blue to claim disjoint triangles until the very end, which will enable him to win. Note that in this case the first $RC$ is a $P_3$, so using Observation 2.5 it is not possible for Red to have more than $n-1$ edges if $n = 3m$, or $n-2$ otherwise.

Let us introduce some terminology. During the game, whenever a blue edge is added to a pure red $P_3$ so that it completes a triangle, we call it a nice edge. Furthermore we call the pure red vertex that is incident with that triangle a nice vertex.
First we will give a strategy for Blue that he follows from his second move on, and afterwords we will show that Blue can follow it.

**Stage 1.** While there is at least one black vertex in the game, Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule in this list that is applicable. Let \( k \) denote the number of nice edges in Blue’s graph.

1. If there is a pure red \( P_3 \), Blue claims the isolated edge that completes a triangle when added to the pure red \( P_3 \). In other words, Blue claims a nice edge.

2. If \( k = 0 \),
   
   (a) Pure red vertices are in at least three different \( RC \).
   
   Blue chooses two pure red vertices from two different \( RC \), say \( x \) and \( y \) and claims an edge between them. We denote by \( X_3 \) the third \( RC \). Then, Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule in the following list that is applicable until he claims all three edges of a new triangle \( xyz \).
   
   i. If there is a pure red \( P_3 \) anywhere in the graph,
      
      Blue claims the isolated edge that added to the pure red \( P_3 \) completes a triangle, i.e. a nice edge.
   
   ii. If degree of the vertex \( x \) in Blue’s graph is one,
       
       Blue claims the edge \( xz \), where \( z \) is a pure red vertex in \( X_3 \).
   
   iii. Otherwise (the degree of the vertex \( x \) in Blue’s graph is two),
        
        Blue claims the edge \( yz \), where \( y \) and \( z \) are endpoints of the blue edges incident to \( x \).

   (b) The pure red vertices are in exactly two \( RC \).
   
   Denote by \( X_1 \) the \( RC \) that has two pure red vertices, and the other one with \( X_2 \), later we will see that \( X_1 \) exists. Blue claims an edge between pure red vertex from \( X_2 \) and one black vertex, denote it by \( w \). Then, Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule in the following list that is applicable until he claims all three edges of a new triangle.
   
   i. If there is a pure red \( P_3 \) anywhere in the graph,
      
      Blue claims the isolated edge that added to the pure red \( P_3 \) completes a triangle, i.e. a nice edge.
   
   ii. If the degree of the vertex \( w \) in Blue’s graph is one,
       
       Blue claims an edge between a pure red vertex from \( X_1 \) and \( w \).
   
   iii. Otherwise (the degree of the vertex \( w \) in Blue’s graph is two),
        
        Blue claims the edge that completes the triangle.

3. If \( k = 1 \),
   
   Blue claims an edge adjacent to the nice edge and incident with a black vertex. Then, Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule in the following list that is applicable until he claims a new blue triangle.
   
   (a) If there is a pure red \( P_3 \) anywhere in the graph,
       
       Blue claims the isolated edge that added to the pure red \( P_3 \) completes a triangle, i.e. a nice edge.
   
   (b) Otherwise,
       
       Blue claims the edge that completes the blue triangle.

4. If \( k > 1 \),
   
   Blue chooses a nice vertex and then a nice edge that are not in the same \( RC \), and then claims an edge between them. Then, Blue repeatedly plays by the first rule in the following list that is applicable until he claims a new blue triangle.
(a) If there is a pure red $P_3$ anywhere in the graph, Blue claims the isolated edge that added to the pure red $P_3$ completes a triangle, i.e. a nice edge.

(b) Otherwise, Blue claims the edge that completes the blue triangle.

Now we will prove that when it is Blue’s turn to play Stage 1, he can follow it. When it is Blue’s turn to play by rule 1 it is clear that he can claim that edge. Since the strategy of Blue is to make disjoint triangles and nice edges, before he plays any of the rules, his graph consists of $t$ disjoint triangles, $k$ nice edges and isolated vertices, where $t$ or $k$ are possibly zero. Obviously, these isolated vertices have to be black or pure red.

**Claim 4.1.** When it is Blue’s turn to play and his graph consists of disjoint triangles and isolated vertices, there are at least three pure red vertices.

*Proof.* Blue’s graph is a disjoint union of $t$ triangles and isolated vertices, so it has $3t$ blue vertices and $3t$ edges. At this moment Red’s graph has $3t + 1$ edges. The first $RC$ is a $P_3$ and the Red’s graph without that component has $3t - 1$ edges. The extremal graph that is described in Observation 2.5 gives the smallest number of vertices for a fixed number of edges. Therefore, a $CC_{>3}$-free graph with $3t - 1$ edges has at least $3t$ vertices. Then the Red’s graph has at least $3t + 3$ red vertices more than the number of blue vertices, so at least three of them must be pure red. \(\Box\)

**Claim 4.2.** When it is Blue’s turn to start playing by rule 2 (his graph consists of disjoint triangles and isolated vertices), there are at most two pure red vertices in any $RC$.

*Proof.* Suppose there is a $RC$ with three pure red vertices. It cannot be a pure red triangle, otherwise one move before Red made a pure red triangle, he had to have a pure red $P_3$. Realising that just one pure red $P_3$ can be made per move, Blue responds by claiming the nice edge following his strategy. Therefore, the $RC$ has to be a pure red $P_3$, but than rule 1 would be activated and Blue would claim a nice edge and that leads to a contradiction. \(\Box\)

Note that Red cannot claim any edge adjacent to a nice edge or incident to a nice vertex, also he cannot claim any edge between two $RC$, otherwise he would create a $CC_{>3}$. Every $RC$ has to be an isolated edge, a $P_3$ or a triangle, by Observation 2.4.

Now we will show that at the moment when Blue has to play by one of the rules 2, 3 or 4 he can do that, and in particular he claims a new triangle.

1. $k = 0$.

   Note that in this moment there are at least three pure red vertices by Claim 4.1. If Blue claimed a nice edge in the middle of rule 2 in $RC$ where Blue has made a nice edge, there is still one pure red vertex, precisely a nice vertex.

   (a) There are pure red vertices in at least three $RC$.

   It is clear that Blue can claim the edge $xy$. When it is Blue’s turn to claim the edge $xz$, it is available for him because, as mentioned above, $z$ must exists even if Blue has made a nice edge in the meantime. Clearly, Blue can follow rule 2 to the end and claim the triangle $xyz$.

   (b) The pure red vertices are in two $RC$.

   We know that in one $RC$ there can be at most two pure red vertices by Claim 4.2. Also, there are at least three of them as proven in Claim 4.1. Therefore one $RC$ has to have precisely two pure red vertices, so $X_1$ exists. Then $X_2$ has at least one pure red vertex and it is clear that Blue can follow rule 2 to the end and claim a new triangle, by same reasoning as above.
Note that it is not possible that all pure red vertices are in one $RC$ because of Claims 4.1 and 4.2.

2. $k = 1$. Clearly, Blue can follow rule 3.

3. $k > 1$. First we prove the following claim needed to complete the proof for Stage 1.

\textbf{Claim 4.3.} If there are $k > 1$ nice edges, then there are at least $k - 1$ nice vertices.

\textit{Proof.} We will go through the whole strategy of Blue to determine when the numbers of nice vertices and nice edges are changing.

In rule 1 both numbers increase by one.
In rule 2 it can happen that just the number of nice edges increases by one, that both numbers increase by one or that there is no change.
In rule 3 the number of nice edges decreases by one.
In rule 4 both numbers decrease by one.

Therefore the only way to make the number of nice vertices less than the number of nice edges for one is using rule 2. That can happen only once because Blue will not use rule 2 again as long as $k \neq 0$.

Claim 4.3 ensures that Blue can follow rule 4 to the end and claim a new triangle.

Note that during Stage 1, Blue’s graph consists of $t$ disjoint triangles, $k$ nice edges and some isolated vertices.

When there are no more moves in Stage 1, clearly there are no more black vertices in the game.

\textbf{Stage 2.} In this stage we keep the structure and all the rules from Stage 1, we just change the following two rules:

- (2b) If the pure red vertices are in exactly two $RC$ and $k = 0$, Blue claims a $P_3$ taking just pure red vertices.
- 3 If $k = 1$,
  Blue claims an edge adjacent to the nice edge and incident with a pure red vertex, that is not the nice vertex from the same $RC$. Then, in the following move he claims the edge that together with the nice edge and the edge that he just claimed closes a triangle.

We will prove that when Blue can no longer follow his strategy, he has already won. Note that at that point every isolated vertex in Blue’s graph is pure red.

When the Blue’s strategy tells him to play by rule 1 that means that in his last move Red joined an isolated edge and a black vertex and made a pure red $P_3$. Therefore, this move can only be the first move of Blue in Stage 2, because at that point there are no more black vertices. Therefore, we conclude that it is not possible for Red to claim a pure red triangle in this stage, and Blue will never claim a nice edge while performing the rules 2, 3 or 4.

\textbf{Claim 4.4.} As long as Red has not already lost, Blue can play by one of the rules 2, 3 or 4.

\textit{Proof.} When the Blue’s strategy tells him to play by rule 2a, Blue can claim a new triangle in the following three moves, the argument is the same as in Stage 1. After that, his graph will have the same structure as in the beginning of Stage 2 and he continues to play.

When the Blue’s strategy tells him to play by rule 2b, note that it is not possible to have less than three pure red vertices here, because in that case Blue would have already won with at most $n - 2$ edges in his graph, $3m + 1 \leq n \leq 3m + 2$, for some integer $m$ (Blue’s graph consists of triangles and isolated vertices). Red’s graph cannot have more than $n - 2$ edges, because of his first component and Observation 2.5.
These pure red vertices are the only vertices that are not blue, and by Claim 4.2 we know that in two RC we have at most four pure red vertices. Clearly, Blue can claim a $P_3$ in the following two moves.

Now, we show that after these moves Blue wins.

- If there are four pure red vertices, we know that $n = 3m + 1$, for some integer $m$, and after making a $P_3$ Blue’s graph has $n - 2$ edges. At the same time Red’s graph cannot have more than $n - 2$ edges, because of his first component and Observation 2.5 so Blue wins.

- If there are three pure red vertices. We know that $n = 3k$, for some integer $k$, and after making a $P_3$ Blue’s graph has $n - 1$ edges. At the same time Red’s graph cannot have more than $n - 1$ edges, because of his first component and Observation 2.5 so Blue wins.

When Blue’s strategy tells him to play by rule $R$, there is exactly one nice edge and if there is a pure red vertex, that is not the nice vertex from the same $RC$, in his following two moves Blue can claim a triangle as advised by the strategy. Then, his graph has the same structure as in the beginning of Stage 2 and he continues to play.

Otherwise, if the only vertex that is not blue is the nice vertex from the same $RC$, then Blue has already won. This is true because $n = 3m$, for some integer $m$, and the Blue’s graph has $n - 2$ edges ($3t + 1$, where $t$ is the number of blue triangles), while Red’s graph cannot have more edges because it contains at least two $P_3$.

Note that it is not possible that there is no pure red vertices, because in that case Blue’s graph would have $n - 1$ edges, and Red’s graph cannot have more then $n - 3$ edges, for the same reason as above ($n = 3m + 2$, for some integer $m$).

When Blue’s strategy tells him to play by rule $R$, the argument is the same as in Stage 1, and in his following two moves Blue can claim a triangle. After that, his graph has the same structure as in the beginning of Stage 2 and he continues to play.

This concludes the proof of Case 5, and thus also the proof of the theorem.

5 Strong CAvoider-CAvoider games

Proof of Theorem 1.3: In order not to lose each player must keep the maximal degree in his graph at most two. Furthermore, the rules of the game dictate that both players must maintain their respective graphs connected throughout the game. Hence, as long as no one loses the game, the graph of each player must be a path or a cycle. Note that if Blue can claim a Hamiltonian cycle he will win, because Red will lose in the following move.

We will show that Blue can win. In the beginning, we have a graph $G$ with $n$ isolated vertices, and Red claims an edge, let us denote it by $uv$. Then Blue claims an edge that is not adjacent to the red one, let us denote it by $rt$. In the following move Red has two options, up to isomorphism, for choosing an edge $e = xy$, which will be our two cases.

Case 1. Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is blue, w.l.o.g. $x = u$ and $y = t$.

We again apply the strategy stealing argument, assuming that after his second move Red has a strategy $S$ to win the game.

After Red plays $ut$ it is Blue’s turn. The graph of the game consists of one $P_4$, with two adjacent red edges and one blue edge, and isolated vertices, see Figure 9a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $ur$, and that Red has not claimed the edge $ut$, see Figure 9b.

Note that the edge $ur$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would create a $S_3$ in his graph.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph where the roles of the players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player, and that Red claims the edge $ut$ as his second move. From now on,
Blue responds as advised by the strategy $S$. Because this is a winning strategy, Blue wins the game, a contradiction.

**Case 2.** Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is black, w.l.o.g. $x = u$.

We will first describe a strategy for Blue, and then we will show that he can follow it and win. The following move of Blue is the edge $tv$. In his third move, if it is unclaimed, Blue claims the edge $vy$, see Figure 10a.

If Blue’s graph is not a path on $n - 3$ vertices, then in his following move, Blue claims an edge incident with $y$ and one black vertex. From that point on, the strategy of Blue will be to make a Hamiltonian path on the vertex set $V \setminus \{u\}$ and then to complete it to a Hamiltonian cycle by connecting the vertex $u$ to both ends of the blue path.

While there are more than two vertices in $V \setminus \{u\}$ that are not in the blue path, Blue extends his path by adding one of the vertices from $V \setminus \{u\}$.

Then, we denote the last two isolated vertices besides $u$ in the Blue’s graph with $s$ and $k$, and the ends of the Blue’s path with $i$ and $j$, see Figure 10b.

We distinguish these cases:

2.1 If just one of the edges $\{is, ik, js, jk\}$ is free, or two of them are, but both red edges are incident with one of the vertices $\{s, k\}$, see Figure 11a, 11b.

Blue will claim a free edge from the set $\{is, ik, js, jk\}$, and then the edge $sk$.

2.2 If two of the edges $\{is, ik, js, jk\}$ are red and exactly one of those edges is incident with vertex
2.3 If exactly one of the edges \{is, ik, js, jk\} is red, w.l.o.g. let us assume that the edge is is red, see Figure 11e. Blue claims the edge ik, and then in the following move he claims one of the edges \{ks, js\}.

2.4 If there are no red edges in \{is, ik, js, jk\}, we have two subcases.

(a) If the edge sk is free,

Blue claims the edge ik. In his following move he claims one of the edges \{ks, js\}.

(b) If the edge sk is red,

at least one of the vertices \{s, k\} has to have degree two in the Red’s graph, w.l.o.g. let us assume that vertex is k.

Then, Blue claims the edge is and in the following move he claims the edge jk, see Figure 11f.

2.5 Else, Blue claims any free edge that does not make an $S_3$ in his graph.

In his last two moves Blue claims the edges that complete the Hamiltonian cycle on the vertex set $V$.

Now we will show that when it is Blue’s turn to play Case 2, Blue can follow his strategy and win.

It is clear that Blue can claim an edge in his second move. If in his third move the edge vy has been already claimed, that means that Red’s graph has a red triangle and he will lose in his following move, so Blue can skip this move and claim the next edge and win. Otherwise, Blue claims the edge vy and his graph at this moment consists of a $P_4$ and isolated vertices.
Claim 5.1. If Blue’s graph consists of a path disjoint from $u$ and more than three isolated vertices, Blue can extend his path by adding one of the isolated vertices from $V \setminus \{u\}$.

Proof. Let us denote by $P$ that blue path. There are at least three vertices from $V \setminus \{u\}$ that are not in $P$. Suppose that there is no edge such that Blue can extend his path with vertex from $V \setminus \{u\}$. That means that both ends of $P$ are incident with at least three red edges and that leads to a contradiction because there are two vertices of red degree three.

According to Claim 5.1 Blue can follow his strategy while there are more than two vertices in $V \setminus \{u\}$ that are not in the blue path. After that, one of the following cases happens:

Case 2.1 It is obvious that the edge $sk$ cannot be red as otherwise Red would have a vertex of degree three. Therefore, Blue can claim his following two edges and make a path on $n - 1$ vertices.

Case 2.2 We can have two different options as depicted in Figure 11c and 11d. For the first one, obviously, Blue can claim two of the edges $ik, js, sk$ and make a path on $n - 1$ vertices. For the second one, if $sk$ has become red Blue can take the last edge from $\{js, jk\}$ and win because Red has made a triangle. Otherwise, Blue claims the edge $sk$ and makes a path on $n - 1$ vertices.

Case 2.3 It is evident that Blue can claim his following two moves and make a path on $n - 1$ vertices.

Case 2.4 In case that $sk$ is free it is obvious.

Otherwise if the edge $sk$ is red, it cannot be an isolated edge in the Red’s graph because his graph is connected. Therefore at least one of the vertices $\{s, k\}$ has to have degree two in Red’s graph. Now, it is clear that Blue can follow his strategy.

Case 2.5 In this case each of the edges $\{is, ik, js, jk\}$ is red and Red has a $C_4$ in his graph. Therefore, Blue can take the edge $iu$ and win.

If Blue has not already won, at this moment his graph consists of a path on $n - 1$ vertices and one isolated vertex $u$. Both edges that connect the vertex $u$ with ends of the blue path are free and Red cannot claim them. Therefore, Blue can claim these two edges in the following two moves and create the Hamiltonian cycle on the vertex set $V$ and win the game.

Proof of Theorem 1.4: First we will describe a strategy for Blue and then we will show that he can follow it and thus win. In the beginning, we have a graph $G$ with $n$ isolated vertices. After Red claims an edge, let us denote it by $uv$, Blue claims an edge that is not adjacent to the red one, let us denote it by $rt$. Because they have to play on connected graphs, in the following move Red, up to isomorphism, has two options to choose the following edge $e = xy$, and these will be our two cases.

Case 1. Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is black, w.l.o.g. $x = u$.

The following move of Blue is the edge $ut$, see Figure 12a.

```
Figure 12. The graph after the second move of Blue: (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2.
```
Until the end of the game, Blue will star-add vertices that are not blue to the $t$-star.

**Case 2.** Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is blue, w.l.o.g. $x = u$, $y = r$.

The following move of Blue is the edge $ut$, see Figure 12. Until the end of the game, Blue will star-add vertices that are not blue to the $t$-star.

Now we will prove that Blue can follow his strategy and thus wins the game. In both cases it is evident that Blue can play first two moves and after that the graph of the game consists of two stars on three vertices (one red $u$-star and one blue $t$-star), and isolated vertices.

Note that Red cannot claim any edge incident with leaves of the $u$-star, not even close a red triangle, because his graph has to stay connected during the game, and if he claims a cycle he will inevitably lose the game. Therefore, only allowed moves for him are to star-add more vertices to the $u$-star. It is clear that Red cannot colour the vertex $t$ in red, hence Blue can claim each of $n - 1$ edges of $t$-star. At the end of the game Red will claim at most $n - 2$ edges, and then he has to make a $P_4$ in his following move. Therefore, Blue wins the game in $(n - 1)$ rounds.

We proved Theorem 1.4 giving an explicit strategy for Blue. It is straightforward to check that we can use a similar argument of strategy stealing as in Case 1 and Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.1, assuming that the graphs of both players stay connected throughout the game.

**Proof of Theorem 1.5.** As each player maintains his graph connected, it has to be a tree. Therefore, the game can last for at most $n - 1$ rounds. If after the $(n - 1)$-st round Blue’s graph is a tree, than Red will lose in his following move.

We will show that Blue has a winning strategy. In the beginning, we have a graph $G$ with $n$ isolated vertices. After Red claims an edge, let us denote it by $uv$, Blue claims an edge that is not adjacent to the red one, let us denote it by $rt$. In the following move Red has two options, up to isomorphism, for choosing an edge $e = xy$, and those two moves will make our two cases.

**Case 1.** Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is blue, w.l.o.g. $x = u$ and $y = t$.

We apply the strategy stealing argument, assuming that after his second move Red has a winning strategy $S$.

The graph of the game consists of one $P_4$, with 2 adjacent red edges and one blue edge, and isolated vertices, see Figure 13a. Before his next move, Blue imagines that he has already claimed the edge $vt$ and that Red has not claimed the edge $ut$, see Figure 13b. Note that the edge $vt$ will remain free throughout the game, as otherwise Red would claim a triangle.

![Figure 13](image)

Figure 13. Case 1: (a) the graph before the second move of Blue. (b) The imagined graph before the second move of Red.

The imagined graph is isomorphic to the graph where the roles of players are swapped. Blue imagines that he is the first player and that Red claims the edge $ut$ as his second move. From now on, Blue responds as advised by the winning strategy $S$, and wins the game, a contradiction.
**Case 2.** Vertex $x$ is red and $y$ is black, w.l.o.g. $x = u$.

After Red claims the edge $uy$ it is Blue’s turn, so he claims the edge $tu$, see Figure 9a. Then, no matter what Red plays, Blue claims an edge incident with $t$ and one black vertex. Then repeats that move for as long as possible. When there are no more black vertices, Blue will claim the edge incident with the pure red vertex of maximum degree and a blue vertex. He will continue doing that until all vertices in the graph are blue.

Obviously, if Blue can follow his strategy, his graph will be a tree on $n - 1$ edges and he will win. It remains to show that he can follow his strategy.

While there is at least one black vertex, it is evident that Blue can make it adjacent to $t$ by claiming the edge incident to a black vertex and $t$. When there are no more black vertices in the graph, we will denote the pure red vertex of maximum degree by $m$, and by $i$ the number of edges in the Blue’s graph. Note that at this moment Blue’s graph consists of a $t$-star with $i \geq \left\lfloor \frac{n-5}{2} \right\rfloor + 2$ edges, and isolated vertices.

Assume for a contradiction that there is no free edge between $m$ and any blue vertex. Note that $m \neq u$ because $u$ is blue. That means that $m$ is adjacent to each of the blue vertices in the Red’s graph. Therefore, Red must have a star with $i + 1$ edges in his graph and at least one more edge from the beginning of the game. Hence, Red would have two edges more than Blue, a contradiction. □
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